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	Comments: The panel was in consensus that the presentations from both NCEI and SWPC were complete and thorough.  It was nice to see cases where things converge so we get the environmental events to really test the products.  The panel recommends to not pursue ADR863.   It's unlikely that we may need any fix for SGPS being out of commission, and if so, we do have some redundancy on-orbit if there's a delay. The other ADRs (780 & 781) are being worked currently.   The reason for the delay in this review was due to a few unresolved issues in the inter-comparison which  they have now solved (E11, P1, etc.).  This emphasizes why these reviews may take a long time to take place--there are important investigations that may look at product issues that are important to the users and that may be too subtle for easy description within Program requirements.  The team from NCEI and SWPC have voiced a similar concern that we've heard from ABI L2+ teams:  requirements for their products were either created long before the present or don't accurately reflect the needs of the users.  Unlike ABI L2+, it is very, very difficult to do on-orbit absolute determinations, so most of the work in space weather is linking the new data to the historic data and finding the quality issues that harm the forecast processes.Adoption of the proposed plans for future pre-launch tests is recommended.
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